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Details of Visit:

Author: Iron Duke
Location 2: Camden
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Wed 19 Oct 2016 12:00
Duration of Visit: 30 Minutes
Amount Paid: 60
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07835183762

The Premises:

Block of flats in a Council housing estate, ok during the day but would not want to be walking
around trying to find the place at night. Flat was ok, nothing special and a rather functional no frills
bedroom. Bathroom was clean enough. 

The Lady:

Emily is blonde with blue eyes, a pretty face and a very slim body. Hardly any boobs to speak of but
responsive pink nipples. Emily's pussy was clean shaven and is one of the smallest and tightest I've
seen on a WG. 

The Story:

Not great comms which meant I turned up at what I thought was the agreed time only to be told that
she wasn't ready as I'd not confirmed I was coming. Asked to call back at the right time, did so and
was asked to wait another 15 minutes. Finally got into the block of flats and up to the door, next
door neighbor stood right outside feeding birds on the balcony, not Emily's fault but demonstrates
the place isn't as private as some would like. Paperwork sorted and I took a towel and cleaned up in
the bathroom then back into the bedroom.

Asked Emily to take off her dress and underwear, lovely slim body, tiny tits bordering on flat chested
but sucking her nipples was nice. Kissing but not FK or DKF and I stood behind Emily and looked at
her in the mirror as I fingered her little pussy. Onto the bed and started RO but she kept one leg up
and the other down the whole time so not full access to her pussy. I like a girl to spread her legs to
let me in so this was a bit frustrating but I carried on. A few appreciative moans let me know I was
doing things well enough.

After a while I moved up the bed and Emily started OWO, no DT but she looked good sucking me in
the mirror which gave me the idea to watch us doing reverse cowgirl. On with the cover and Emily
sat astride me facing the mirror but she didn't get much of my cock in her as she remained on her
knees and didn't straddle so not much to see in the mirror. I flipped her onto the side and tried to get
her body positioned so that I could see my cock going into her pussy in the mirror but by then my
ambition was left behind as I knew I'd be finishing soon. Concentrated on pushing deep and hard,
Emily made all the right noises and I popped and pulled out.
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Might try another session but go for longer next time. 
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